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Comments: I write again, this land must remain devoid of human impact at this scale. Even the power lines on

the eastern side of Lake Tarleton are intrusive enough. the noise pollution of constant sawing and trucking would

carry across the lake and echo and boom against Piermont, mt. Mist and Websters Slide, in way your 2d maps

cannot begin to understand.

 

This is the edge of the forest; the western front of the white mountains, it cannot become the backyard with trees

to be cut down for nothing but financial or political gain. it might be a field of trees to some but it is a place I am

luck enough to call home once in a while. When I'm not at home my soul longs for the nightly mellow sounds of

the loon family on the lake, and probably on of the view year round resident of the area. I cannot believe that

anyone who heard them would dare impact their natural habitat by encroaching with logging rights.  I work in

climate resiliency and proposing habitat fragmentation at this scale and the pursuant logging in the region is a

toxic betrayal of public land rights. the white mt. hosts the Appalachian trial at this location and the first truly

glorious view is off the top of Moosiluake, how could we allow the back yard of a 4,000 + ft Mt. be scared. this is

not something that grow back quickly like our lawn. but much like a lawn this area will be on display for the net

100 yrs as hikers continue going thru the region. no amount of money is worth destroying this forest, and it is not

as easily built but easily lost.    

 

I'll repeat and summarize for clarity. In my view no one who is of sound mind and with any empathy for the future,

nature or their fellow man, woman or child could vote to allow this logging. Impacting a pristine region critical in

shaping peoples lives, and hosts of wild life suitable for a nation geographic documentary in this way would set

us back decades. please protect the wilderness of the white mountains and let others enjoy what I have fallen in

love with over 15 + summers. 

 

thank you, 


